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Rad Families Barefoot Books
"Busy babies never stop moving in this
joyful celebration of babyhood on the
go!"--
Operating Instructions Firefly Books
A modern parenting classic—a guide to a new and gentle way of
understanding the care and nurture of infants, by the internationally
renowned childcare expert, podcaster, and author of No Bad Kids “An
absolute go-to for all parents, therapists, anyone who works with, is, or
knows parents of young children.”—Wendy Denham, PhD A Resources for
Infant Educarers (RIE) teacher and student of pioneering child specialist
Magda Gerber, Janet Lansbury helps parents look at the world through the
eyes of their infants and relate to them as whole people who have natural
abilities to learn without being taught. Once we are able to view our
children in this light, even the most common daily parenting experiences
become stimulating opportunities to learn, discover, and connect with our
child. A collection of the most-read articles from Janet’s popular and long-
running blog, Elevating Child Care focuses on common infant issues,
including: • Nourishing our babies’ healthy eating habits • Calming your
clingy, fearful child • How to build your child’s focus and attention span •
Developing routines that promote restful sleep Eschewing the quick-fix
tips and tricks of popular parenting culture, Lansbury’s gentle, insightful
guidance lays the foundation for a closer, more fulfilling parent-child
relationship, and children who grow up to be authentic, confident,
successful adults.
Revolutionary Mothering Anchor
A ticket on the Magic Train takes the reader from outer space to
underwater to a land of cakes.
Four Thousand Weeks Farrar, Straus and Giroux
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
"Provocative and appealing . . . well worth your extremely
limited time." —Barbara Spindel, The Wall Street Journal The
average human lifespan is absurdly, insultingly brief.
Assuming you live to be eighty, you have just over four
thousand weeks. Nobody needs telling there isn’t enough
time. We’re obsessed with our lengthening to-do lists, our
overfilled inboxes, work-life balance, and the ceaseless battle
against distraction; and we’re deluged with advice on
becoming more productive and efficient, and “life hacks” to
optimize our days. But such techniques often end up making
things worse. The sense of anxious hurry grows more
intense, and still the most meaningful parts of life seem to lie
just beyond the horizon. Still, we rarely make the connection
between our daily struggles with time and the ultimate time
management problem: the challenge of how best to use our
four thousand weeks. Drawing on the insights of both ancient
and contemporary philosophers, psychologists, and spiritual
teachers, Oliver Burkeman delivers an entertaining,
humorous, practical, and ultimately profound guide to time
and time management. Rejecting the futile modern fixation on
“getting everything done,” Four Thousand Weeks introduces
readers to tools for constructing a meaningful life by
embracing finitude, showing how many of the unhelpful ways
we’ve come to think about time aren’t inescapable,
unchanging truths, but choices we’ve made as individuals and
as a society—and that we could do things differently.

Anarchist Pedagogies Rodale Books
An introduction to computer engineering for babies. Learn
basic logic gates with hands on examples of buttons and
an output LED.
Life As We Know It PM Press
The Routledge International Companion to Educational
Psychology brings together expert practitioners, researchers,
and teachers from five continents to produce a unique and
global guide to the core topics in the field. Each chapter
includes coverage of the key thinkers, topic areas, events, and
ideas that have shaped the field, but also takes the reader
beyond typical textbook material and into engagement with
current issues, cutting-edge research and future directions in
the field of educational psychology from an international
perspective. With over 30 chapters, the volume is divided into
four themed sections: ‘An introduction to educational
psychology’, ‘How children learn and develop’, ‘Issues
concerning the assessment of children’ and ‘Identifying and
meeting the needs of children with learning difficulties’.
Covering the key issues and fundamental strands of
educational psychology The Routledge International

Companion to Educational Psychology aims to provide the
reader with knowledge of: educational psychology (history,
child rights, and practice); factors which influence children’s
learning and development; issues to do with assessment (a key
aspect of educational psychology); special educational needs
(identification and how to meet their needs); the key thinkers,
events, and ideas that have shaped the field; the core topics
across educational psychology in an accessible manner;
cutting edge research including recent research evidence and
theory; future directions in the field of educational psychology;
educational psychology from an international perspective. The
book is conceived for both student and researcher use, and
considers the implications for educational psychology practice
in all sections. It will be highly beneficial for both students and
lecturers on Education Studies and Psychology undergraduate
courses, as well as combined undergraduate degrees .
What Makes a Baby ReadHowYouWant
Following three teenagers who chose to spend one school
year living in Finland, South Korea, and Poland, a literary
journalist recounts how attitudes, parenting, and rigorous
teaching have revolutionized these countries' education
results.
The Smartest Kids in the World Seven Stories Press
Rad Families: A Celebration honors the messy, the
painful, the playful, the beautiful, the myriad ways we
create families. This is not an anthology of experts, or how-
to articles on perfect parenting; it often doesn’t even try to
provide answers. Instead, the writers strive to be honest
and vulnerable in sharing their stories and experiences,
their failures and their regrets. Gathering parents and
writers from diverse communities, it explores the process
of getting pregnant from trans birth to adoption, grapples
with issues of racism and police brutality, probes raising
feminists and feminist parenting. It plumbs the depths of
empty nesting and letting go. Some contributors are
recognizable authors and activists but most are everyday
parents working and loving and trying to build a better
world one diaper change at a time. It’s a book that
reminds us all that we are not alone, that community can
help us get through the difficulties, can, in fact, make us
better people. It’s a celebration, join us! Contributors
include Jonas Cannon, Ian MacKaye, Burke Stansbury,
Danny Goot, Simon Knaphus, Artnoose, Welch Canavan,
Daniel Muro LaMere, Jennifer Lewis, Zach Ellis, Alicia
Dornadic, Jesse Palmer, Mindi J., Carla Bergman, Tasnim
Nathoo, Rachel Galindo, Robert Liu-Trujillo, Dawn
Caprice, Shawn Taylor, D.A. Begay, Philana Dollin, Airial
Clark, Allison Wolfe, Roger Porter, cubbie rowland-storm,
Annakai & Rob Geshlider, Jeremy Adam Smith, Frances
Hardinge, Jonathan Shipley, Bronwyn Davies Glover, Amy
Abugo Ongiri, Mike Araujo, Craig Elliott, Eleanor
Wohlfeiler, Scott Hoshida, Plinio Hernandez, Madison
Young, Nathan Torp, Sasha Vodnik, Jessie Susannah,
Krista Lee Hanson, Carvell Wallace, Dani Burlison, Brian
Whitman, scott winn, Kermit Playfoot, Chris Crass, and
Zora Moniz.
Freak the Mighty Sourcebooks, Inc.
Creak... Crash... BOO! Shivering skeletons, ghostly
pirates, chattering corpses, and haunted graveyards...all
to chill your bones! Share these seven spine-tingling
stories in a dark, dark room.
My City Baby DigiCat
Labeled "dyslexic and profoundly learning disabled with
attention and behavior problems," Jonathan Mooney was
a short bus rider--a derogatory term used for kids in
special education and a distinction that told the world he
wasn't "normal." Along with other kids with special
challenges, he grew up hearing himself denigrated daily.
Ultimately, Mooney surprised skeptics by graduating with
honors from Brown University. But he could never escape
his past, so he hit the road. To free himself and to learn
how others had moved beyond labels, he bought his own
short bus and set out cross-country, looking for kids who
had dreamed up magical, beautiful ways to overcome the
obstacles that separated them from the so-called normal
world.--From publisher description.
Short Takes: Readers' Choice of the Best Columns of
America's Favorite Newspaperman, Damon Runyon Crown
A young woman holds her newborn son And looks at him lovingly.

Softly she sings to him: "I'll love you forever I'll like you for always As
long as I'm living My baby you'll be." So begins the story that has
touched the hearts of millions worldwide. Since publication in l986,
Love You Forever has sold more than 15 million copies in paperback
and the regular hardcover edition (as well as hundreds of thousands
of copies in Spanish and French). Firefly Books is proud to offer this
sentimental favorite in a variety of editions and sizes: We offer a
trade paper and laminated hardcover edition in a 8" x 8" size. In gift
editions we carry: a slipcased edition (8 1/2" x 8 1/4"), with a
laminated box and a cloth binding on the book and a 10" x 10"
laminated hardcover with jacket. And a Big Book Edition, 16" x 16"
with a trade paper binding.
On Medicine as Colonialism Simon and Schuster
Raise young children with their well-being in mind, gaining
the confidence to trust your instincts and live by the baby -
not by the book. In this new edition of the best-selling
guide to childcare, Penelope Leach combines her warmth,
wisdom and child psychology expertise with new scientific
research on the way that infants react to the world around
them. Find guidance on sleeping, feeds, washing and
playtime, as well as advice on your baby's physical,
intellectual and emotional development through each
stage of life, from birth to age five. Learn to respond to
your child in a way that will create a happy and
harmonious family environment as you communicate and
grow together. More than just a guide to childcare,
Penelope Leach's supportive approach, anchored in child
psychology, is based on the idea that a child's well-being
is just as important as any physical need. Explore pages
or parenting tips as you explore: - A child's journey from
the first few days as a newborn right through to the first
days of school - Tips for sleeping, comforting, feeding and
teething plus everyday care at each stage - Ideas for
playing, learning, muscle power and making sounds
Penelope Leach is highly regarded as one of the world's
leading writers on parenting. In Your Baby and Child, she
effortlessly offers practical childcare advice, perfect for a
new generation of parents seeking parental guidance from
a trusted child development psychologist, in a down-to-
earth writing style.
How I Met My Monster John Wiley & Sons
“Dr Tobin’s breakthrough discovery will revolutionize how
new parents put their babies to bed! Read this book and
sleep better tonight.” Michele Borba, Ed.D., author of 12
Simple Secrets Real Moms Know and Parents DO Make a
Difference What if I were to tell you that I’ve uncovered a
secret that enables very young babies to sleep through
the night—and that with the information I’m about to
divulge in this book, you can begin to reap the benefits
tonight? Never again will new parents have to endure
sleepless nights. Dr. Cathryn Tobin, a distinguished
pediatrician, has discovered a secret that enables very
young babies to sleep through the night. Discover the
brand new strategy that solves all of your baby’s sleep-
time difficulties before they start. The Lull-a-Baby Sleep
Plan will show you how to charm your tiny baby into
sleepy contentment, how to avoid the most common
bedtime mistakes loving parents make, and how to use
your baby’s magical window of opportunity (the “WOO”)
to enjoy soothing, “feel good” bedtimes, starting right
now. “Anyone who has struggled to put a baby to bed,
night after night, will appreciate Dr Tobin’s honest, direct
and practical approach.” Julia Rosien, Senior Editor,
ePregnancy Magazine Cathryn Tobin, M.D., is a
pediatrician, a trained midwife, and a member of the
Canadian Paediatric Society and the Royal College of
Physicians and Surgeons. She has been speaking on
parenting issues for more than twenty years. Visit her on
the Web at www.mylullababy.com.
Nasty, Brutish, and Short Flashlight Press
In this strident, necessary, meticulously researched book Michael
Fine uses the COVID-19 pandemic and many other examples to
show the costly failure of the American health care system in bold
relief. Hospitals, insurance companies, Big Pharma, specialists, and
even primary care doctors have all become tools of the new health
profiteers. On Medicine as Colonialism shows how the American
health care system cannibalizes communities in the US and around
the world. Focusing on how health care profiteers co-opt the state’s
regulatory power, Medicare, and Medicaid to extract resources from
communities, this book reveals how medicine and health care have
become tools of a new health colonialism, turning medicine on its
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head, so that individuals and communities lose their agency, health
becomes impossible, and profits are used to dismantle democracy
itself.
The Happiest Baby on the Block Harry N. Abrams
The heartwarming true story of two penguins who create a
nontraditional family. At the penguin house at the Central Park Zoo,
two penguins named Roy and Silo were a little bit different from the
others. But their desire for a family was the same. And with the help
of a kindly zookeeper, Roy and Silo got the chance to welcome a
baby penguin of their very own.
The Lull-a-Baby Sleep Plan Bantam
A little boy is excited by his first airplane ride
Love You Forever Pm Press
Share the wonder of city life with your little one in this adorable
board book for babies and toddlers, the perfect Easter basket
stuffer! Wake up, City Baby, and welcome to another fun day
in the city! Enjoy yoga, food truck eats, dancing at the block
party, a visit to the zoo, splash pad time, and so much more!
From train rides to bus rides, explore the world with your City
Baby. Celebrate all the places where you and Baby learn,
laugh, love, and play! From waking in the morning to saying
Good Night, take a fun journey through all the places and
activities you and Baby love to share. Whether you're exploring
the city or the suburbs; the mountains or the country; the lake
or the beach; these cute and clever books will bring your
Baby's world to life. For babies and toddlers age 0-3, these
sturdy board books are built for read-a-longs, family vacations,
travel, and precious together time. Adorable baby animal
illustrations and delightful rhyming text help build listening and
memory skills. A sweet gift for boys and girls. Perfect for baby
showers, new parents, birthdays, and Valentine's Day. Also a
great Easter basket and Christmas stocking stuffer.
The Bicycling Big Book of Cycling for Women PM Press
Education is a challenging subject for anarchists. Many are critical
about working within a state-run education system that is embedded
in hierarchical, standardized, and authoritarian structures.
Numerous individuals and collectives envision the creation of
counterpublics or alternative educational sites as possible forms of
resistance, while other anarchists see themselves as “saboteurs”
within the public arena—believing that there is a need to contest
dominant forms of power and educational practices from multiple
fronts. Of course, if anarchists agree that there are no blueprints for
education, the question remains, in what dynamic and creative ways
can we construct nonhierarchical, anti-authoritarian, mutual, and
voluntary educational spaces? Contributors to this edited volume
engage readers in important and challenging issues in the area of
anarchism and education. From Francisco Ferrer’s modern schools
in Spain and the Work People’s College in the United States, to
contemporary actions in developing “free skools” in the U.K. and
Canada, to direct-action education such as learning to work as a
“street medic” in the protests against neoliberalism, the contributors
illustrate the importance of developing complex connections
between educational theories and collective actions. Anarchists,
activists, and critical educators should take these educational
experiences seriously as they offer invaluable examples for potential
teaching and learning environments outside of authoritarian and
capitalist structures. Major themes in the volume include: learning
from historical anarchist experiments in education, ways that
contemporary anarchists create dynamic and situated learning
spaces, and finally, critically reflecting on theoretical frameworks
and educational practices. Contributors include: David Gabbard,
Jeffery Shantz, Isabelle Fremeaux & John Jordan, Abraham P.
DeLeon, Elsa Noterman, Andre Pusey, Matthew Weinstein, Alex
Khasnabish, and many others.
This is the Way a Baby Rides Graywolf Press
Max is used to being called Stupid. And he is used to everyone
being scared of him. On account of his size and looking like his dad.
Kevin is used to being called Dwarf. And he is used to everyone
laughing at him. On account of his size and being some cripple kid.
But greatness comes in all sizes, and together Max and Kevin
become Freak The Mighty and walk high above the world. An
inspiring, heartbreaking, multi-award winning international
bestseller.
Just Ride PM Press
An assortment of authentic, shared experiences from
parents at the fringes is a partial antidote to the stories
that misrepresent, ridicule and objectify disabled kids and
their parents.
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